
If you are not able to fulfill your shift/job, please let us know ASAP (text me @ 707-398-1928). 
We know kids get sick and other things come up. We will make any adjustments to your 
assigned shift after contact. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly 

● Contact Kathleen Sauter for a teen sub (*); 
● ** indicates families with 2 jobs; 
● Check in with Kathleen no later than 7:30 (with exception of Blackenship); 
● Prior to the start of the meet I am asking all timers to meet me inside the pool area for 

assignments for the 8:30 shifts. You will need to know who you are relieving so please 
note the name of the family above your name. 

● If you choose to switch shifts with another family, please let me know as well. 
 
Set up 2:00-4:30 (3 total): 
Vitale, Jones, Iniguez 
 
League Breakfast (2 total): 
Magno & Smith 
 
Timers (15 total): 
                           Lane 1(2)+           Lane 3(1) +       Lane 7(1)+      Lane 8(3)+        Lane 10(3) +  
8:30-10:45          Maichel              Sovak             Clouse           Sauter*            Becker 
10:45-1:00          Boman               Diggs             Crews            Barton              Domingo 
1:00-end             Lindemuth         Osada            Figueroa         Fugere             Tyler 
 ()+ chair  

 
Clerk of the Course (9 total): 
8:15-10:30         King, Ambrose, Throne 
10:30-12:45       Randolph, Smith-Rambo, Yarnell  
12:45-end          Whitty, Lindemuth, LeCair 
  
 
Hospitality 
(12:15-1:45) (1 each job) (Anna Fade chair-please check in with her) 
Hospitality - Freytag** 
Head Timer - Patocchi** 
Whistle Starter/Starter - Josh Smith 
Place Judge - Barnes** 
 
Awards (2 total) 
1:00-2:45        Antonelli 
2:45-4:30        Bittner 
 
Stroke & Turn (4 total): 
Tom, Gabe, Martin & Brandon 



Data Clerical & Runners (11:00-12:30)** 
         Crawford & Cagnon 
 
Deck Marshall (Next to lane 10 @ 7:45 & Vendors/Parking @ 7:00 am) 
                          Lane 10                                            Vendors etc. 
7:45-9:30    Arechy 7:00-9:00         Blackenship 
9:30-11:15        Toltzman                   9:00-11:00       White 
11:15-1:00         Meaders                  11:00-1:00       Thomsen 
1:00-end            Recorder                  1:00-end         Naranjo 
 
Clean Up/Take Down (**) After meet (5/6) 
Caragan, Freytag, Patocchi, Crawford, Cagnon, Barnes 
{Most jobs are 2 - 2.5 hours. Those few families with shorter shifts are being asked to help take 
down after the meet. It shouldn’t take too long.}  
We ask that everyone else help out if they can. Thank you in advance! 
 
 
  


